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Goals

►Study parcel of land owned by one family in 
Skagit County, Washington for four 
generations. 

►Study how the use of the land has changed 
from the 1950s until 2000’s.

►Integrate cultural and social research with 
change of place through time using 
photographs.



Background

►24-acre owned by one family since 1920s.

►Last three generations documented their 
lives on the property and how they used the 
land through photographs.

► Photos have been used to study social and cultural 
practices (Rose 2007, Sturken 2001); change of 
culture over time (Thomas 1998); and land 
change and land-use change (Estes 1977).



Data

►Content analysis, photo elicitation, and 
informal ethnographic interviews with family 
members.

►Photos taken outside.

►Divided data into three groups based on 
generation: Grandparent, Parent, and 
Grandchild



Generation 1: Grandparent (1950s)



G1 Analysis

►Husband and wife, five children. 

 Cattle ranchers (from photos and interviews)

►No photographs of the cattle, parents, 
emphasis on kids.

 Indirect evidence.

►Mostly snapshots, not focused on special 
occasions.

►Dress, toys similar to other 1950s data



Generation 2: Parents (1980s)



G2 Analysis

►Move away from “mainstream,” more 
towards an alternative, self-described 
“hippie” lifestyle.

►Rejected ranching. Supported by crops, 
construction. 

►More imaging of the property itself, how the 
family used the land.

►Now photos in color. 



Generation 3: Grandchildren (2000s)



G3 Analysis

►Property mainly used for mountain biking, 
hiking, outdoor activities. 
 Featured in Bike magazine.

►As of 2005, this generation had moved off 
property.

►Continue to image the property, but more to 
show novelty, nostalgia of previous 
generations.

►Color photos, mostly digital.



Conclusions

►Dramatic changes in land use for each 
generation.

►“Pendulum:” dominant culture use patterns 
to counter-dominant culture to dominant 
use.

►Shaped the land for their personal and 
unique needs.

►Renovated the land for their needs and 
interests, not destroyed previous work.



Case Study

►Microcosm of a larger trend of land use 
throughout Washington State, Skagit 
County.

►Agriculturally-dominated economy

►Attract a counter-culture population/surge in 
development, growth 

►Voices against development for 
environment/recreational concerns.
 Skagit Land Trust, Skagitonians to Preserve Farmland
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